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1 Introduction

The transverse emittance of the beam delivered to the TESLA

Test Facility FEL is critical to its performance. A laser driven

RF gun of FNAL design has been installed in the TESLA Test
Facility injector. Initial emittance measurements in the injec-

tor of a 1 nC bunch beam have been carried out using both the

slit method and quad scan tomography technique. Results are
compared with those of an identical injector system at FNAL

and with calculations|simulations.

2 Hardware

The injector consists of a 1.6 cell 1.3GHz normal conducting

gun, a 9 cell superconducting TESLA cavity, a magnetic chi-
cane, and beam line and quads to match into the TTF Linac

cryo module structures. The overall injector length is about

10 m. The start of the 1 m Tesla cavity is located at 1.3m from
the gun cathode and emittance is measured at 3.6m where the

slits are located. The beam image is monitored 38 cm down-

stream. The beam image for the tomography scan is recorded
at 5.8 m while adjusting a quad-doublet at 3.8 m.

Gun operating parameters are: gradient, 35MV/m on the
cathode; launch phase relative to bunch center, 50 deg; laser

spot diameter, 3mm; laser pulse length sigma, 7ps. Primary

and secondary solenoids at the gun cathode and exit regions
provide beam focusing and optimize the emittance. The 9 cell

cavity was operated at 11-12 MV/m on crest. Typically total
energy after the gun and 9 cell cavity is about 4.5 and 16 MeV

respectively.

Adjustment of the slit is obtained by means of a linear ac-

tuator. Additional rotational alignment is provided about the

horizontal and vertical axes. Linear motion is 150 mm (5 mi-
cron/step) to allow for additional screens; rotational motion

is 3.6 micro-radians/step.

View screen/slit actuators, video camera switching and im-

age recording is controlled by the optical diagnostic control

system (ODCS), a complete set of Labview tools. A new set
of Vi's has been integrated into ODCS to perform online the

emittance measurement with the slit technique. Slit alignment
is performed by looking at the beamlet images and pro�les

while the slits are moved. Online emittance calculation is per-

formed starting from the pro�le in two steps. The �rst is to
obtain a rough estimate of the peak center, width and height.

The operator selects the number of peaks that can be seen
and a threshold discrimination value to reject any background

spikes. When a result in good agreement with the data has

been achieved the operator can continue and ask for a multi-
gaussian �t which is then used to calculate the phase space

and a plot of the beam ellipse displayed on the control panel.

3 Emittance Measurements

The transverse rms normalized emittance is de�ned in

terms of the Lorentz  and the variances of x and x
0 by

�rms = 

p
< x2 >< x02 > � < xx0 > .

Slit Measurements A tantalum mask with horizontal

slits is used to measure the vertical beam emittance as a func-
tion of the gun solenoid magnetic �elds for 10 and 20 beam

bunches per pulse. Beamlets are imaged on a downstream

OTR screen so that the spot size and the divergence of the
beam at the position of the slit mask can be determined from

knowledge of the slit spacing (1.05 mm�1%) and slit to OTR

distance (385 � 10 mm).

The OTR video image is analyzed in detail o�ine and back-

ground and X-rays removed. In nearly all measured cases
three slits show up in the vertical projection and can be �t with

gaussians and a constant background. The �t describes the

data well and emittance is calculated taking into account the
resolution of the frame grabber [(60� 3)�m/pixel in y]. Mea-

surements have been obtained for three solenoid settings with

the ratio of primary to secondary peak �elds held constant at
1.04. Peak primary Bz �elds were 0.077, 0.079, 0.083 T (cur-

rent Prim/Sec 158/86, 165/90, 176/96 A). Four independent

measurements were made for each setting at 20 bunches and
two at 10 bunches.

Five sources of systematic error are taken into account. The

most important contribution comes from the fact that only

three slits are illuminated and the unmasked spot was not

used in the analysis. For only one measurement a tiny fourth
spot is visible which if taken into account increases �

2
y by

13%. All �2y data has been increased by this amount, with
an uncertainty of �13% as well. Other systematic errors are:

pixel size (5%), distance slit to screen (3%), slit spacing (1%),

slit width (negligible). The resultant systematic error in the

emittance is 9%. The slit emittance results are given in Fig. 1
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where systematic and statistical errors have been added in

quadrature. Tomography results from the next section are
also shown.

Figure 1: Measured emittances with slit and tomography

method as a function of solenoid current and bunches per
pulse train. Identical solenoid settings are slightly displaced

horizontally.

Phase Space Tomography An experimental determi-
nation of the entire transverse phase space distribution can

be accomplished by applying a quadrupole scan in combina-

tion with tomographic image reconstruction techniques [1, 2].
For this purpose, a set of quadrupoles is used to rotate the

phase space distribution in well-de�ned steps between the re-
construction point z0 in front of the quadrupoles and the mea-

surement point z1 behind the quadrupoles. Under the assump-

tion of linear beam transfer, the phase space rotation angle �
is determined by the beam transfer matrix. The beam spot

OTR pro�les recorded at various rotation angles � yield the

so-called Radon transformation [3] pz1;�(x) and qz1;�(y) in the
x- and y-plane respectively. The Radon transform is inverted

by a �ltered backprojection algorithm [4] yielding the recon-

structed phase space distribution.

Linearized space charge forces are implemented into the

beam transfer calculations. Defocusing quadrupole kicks of

strength kx;y = 2Nrep
2�

1

�x;y(�x+�y)�z3
are included in the

transfer matrix formalism every millimeter of the lattice. N

denotes the number of charges and re the classical electron

radius. The beam parameters for space charge a�ected beams
are determined by a self-consistency method: the beam trans-

fer is computed for a set of assumed beam parameters (�, �,
�, �z, N) yielding reconstructed transverse beam parameters

(�R, �R, �R). The initial parameters are varied until the initial

and reconstructed parameters match. Fig. 2 shows the phase
space ellipse as measured by the slit and by tomography.
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Figure 2: Contour plot of the charge distributions recon-
structed by phase space tomography and the reconstructed

phase space from the slit method.

4 Comparison and Conclusions

Emittances of 4-10 mm-mr have been measured. For y with 20

bunches there is consistancy between methods. Inhomogene-

ity in the laser can result in di�erences in x and y planes. One
would expect larger emittances with more bunches or with the

tomographic technique if there are changes bunch to bunch

or over the time needed to carry out the tomography scan.
Measurements carried out at FNAL (reported this conference)

yield similar results. Parmella calculations yield �10 for these
solenoid settings but predict lower possible emittances at the
same total focal strength but with a larger primary to sec-

ondary ratio. Further measurements will be necessary to see

if good quality beam can be found in this region.
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